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A B S T R A C T   

Chemical cues in subterranean habitats differ highly from those on the surface due to the contrasting environ-
mental conditions, such as absolute darkness, high humidity or food scarcity. Subterranean animals underwent 
changes to their sensory systems to facilitate the perception of essential stimuli for underground lifestyles. 
Despite representing unique systems to understand biological adaptation, the genomic basis of chemosensation 
across cave-dwelling species remains unexplored from a macroevolutionary perspective. Here, we explore the 
evolution of chemoreception in three beetle tribes that underwent at least six independent transitions to the 
underground, through a phylogenomics spyglass. Our findings suggest that the chemosensory gene repertoire 
varies dramatically between species. Overall, no parallel changes in the net rate of evolution of chemosensory 
gene families were detected prior, during, or after the habitat shift among subterranean lineages. Contrarily, we 
found evidence of lineage-specific changes within surface and subterranean lineages. However, our results reveal 
key duplications and losses shared between some of the lineages transitioning to the underground, including the 
loss of sugar receptors and gene duplications of the highly conserved ionotropic receptors IR25a and IR8a, 
involved in thermal and humidity sensing among other olfactory roles in insects. These duplications were 
detected both in independent subterranean lineages and their surface relatives, suggesting parallel evolution of 
these genes across lineages giving rise to cave-dwelling species. Overall, our results shed light on the genomic 
basis of chemoreception in subterranean beetles and contribute to our understanding of the genomic un-
derpinnings of adaptation to the subterranean lifestyle at a macroevolutionary scale.   

1. Introduction 

Chemoreception is an ancient biological function governing the 
perception of chemical information to mediate essential behavioral re-
sponses related to the detection of food, pathogens, predators, conspe-
cifics, and optimal conditions for reproduction (Benton, 2015). The 
essential role of chemoreception at multiple levels means the molecular 
components of this system are key candidates for important adaptive 
changes associated with life in new environments. Chemical stimuli are 
recognised by transmembrane proteins which transform volatile and 
soluble substances from the environment into electrical outputs through 
nerve impulses. These proteins are located on the dendritic membranes 

of sensory neurons housed in the sensilla of receptor organs, such as 
antennae and other sensory appendages along the body (Joseph and 
Carlson, 2015). In arthropods, gene families involved in chemoreception 
have been studied in several lineages such as the insects (Sánchez-Gracia 
et al., 2009), decapods (Kozma et al., 2020), and spiders (Vizueta et al., 
2017). This research has pinpointed six main protein families involved 
in chemoreception in insects: odorant receptors (ORs), gustatory re-
ceptors (GRs), ionotropic receptors (IRs), sensory neuron membrane 
proteins (SNMPs/CD36), chemosensory proteins (CSPs), and odorant- 
binding proteins (OBPs). GRs are the oldest animal chemoreceptor 
family, dating back to the origin of animals (Stocker, 1994; Eyun et al., 
2017). In protostomes, chemical detection is also mediated by IRs, 
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which originated as a divergent clade of ionotropic glutamate receptors 
(IGluRs) and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) (Benton et al., 
2009). IRs have a variety of functions, such as odorant perception, 
thermosensation, and hygrosensation, and are principally and widely 
expressed in peripheral sensory systems (van Giesen and Garrity, 2017). 
IGluRs and NMDARs are glutamate-binding excitatory neurotransmit-
ters that play a role in brain synaptic communication (Mayer and 
Armstrong, 2004) and regulate developmental and reproductive pro-
cesses in insects (Chiang et al., 2002) respectively. Furthermore, the 
sensory perception of smell in insects is mediated by ORs and SNMPs. 
ORs are a highly diverse chemoreceptor family that participate in the 
detection of airborne chemical compounds, particularly in appendages 
on the head (Clyne et al., 1999; Robertson et al., 2003; Thoma et al., 
2019), and SNMPs play key roles in chemoreception such as a highly 
sensitive pheromone detection (Nichols and Vogt, 2008; Gomez-Diaz 
et al., 2016). These transmembrane proteins are assisted by low- 
molecular-weight soluble proteins that act in parallel as carriers of hy-
drophobic compounds such as some odors and tastants, thus enhancing 
chemical perception. These carriers are encoded by the CSP and the 
insect-specific OBP genes (Pelosi et al., 2014; Pelosi et al., 2018). 

An extensive positive link between the extent of the chemosensory 
gene repertoire and the complexity of its chemical ecology has been 
found in insects and other arthropods occupying a large variety of 
ecological niches (Ngoc et al., 2016; Robertson et al., 2018; Almudi 
et al., 2020). In Coleoptera, remarkable expansions of odorant receptors 
(Mitchell et al., 2020) and other chemosensory gene families (Andersson 
et al., 2019) have been found in polyphagous/generalist species, 
whereas stenophagous/specialist species show more reduced gene rep-
ertoires. Nevertheless, the comparisons performed to date are mostly 
based on distantly related species undergoing completely different 
evolutionary histories, therefore a narrower phylogenetic context is 
needed to obtain more robust evidence of this correlation. Current 
research represents a small proportion of beetle diversity, and functional 
characterization of chemosensory proteins is noticeably lacking 
(Mitchell and Andersson, 2021). Chemosensory gene families have been 
inferred to experience a fast dynamic evolution, where gene gain and 
loss are the major source of variation, providing opportunities for 
adaptation to new habitats (Sánchez-Gracia et al., 2009). 

Caves and other subterranean environments are characterized by a 
key selective pressure: the permanent absence of light. Underground 
habitats also have a high climatic stability compared to surface habitats, 
with constant temperature and high humidity (Lauritzen, 2018). 
Furthermore, nutrient inputs tend to be heterogeneously distributed and 
are generally scarce (Kováč 2018). All these conditions inherently in-
fluence abundance, volatility and distribution of chemical compounds 
and consequently may have impacted the sensory systems of its in-
habitants at the phenotypic level. For example, the broadly convergent 
loss of eyes in cave-dwellers have been proposed to be compensated by 
enhanced mechanosensory and chemosensory capabilities (Poulson, 
1963). Sensory modifications include elongated antennae containing 
specific sensory organs in beetles (Accordi and Sbordoni, 1977), modi-
fications in the taste buds and lateral line in fishes (Varatharasan et al., 
2009; Yoshizawa et al., 2014), and enhanced development of olfactory 
brain regions in crustaceans (Stegner et al., 2015). Nevertheless, very 
little is known about the molecular evolution of the chemosensory sys-
tem in cave-dwelling fauna, particularly from a macroevolutionary 
perspective, with only a few studies so far focusing on single species at a 
time (Yang et al., 2016; Balart-García et al., 2021). Previous studies on 
the evolution of the chemosensory capabilities of Coleoptera determined 
that the odorant and gustatory capabilities of a cave beetle were rela-
tively reduced and seemed to follow a similar pattern than other beetle 
specialists (Balart-García et al., 2021). Assuming that larger OR and GR 
repertoires are correlated with broader capabilities to perceive different 
odorant and gustatory stimuli, the results suggested that cave beetles 
only differentiated a relatively poor diversity of chemical compounds. 
This result fitted well with the fact that the subterranean environment is 

relatively less complex in terms of chemical information compared to 
surface habitats due to its particular conditions such as poor nutrient 
diversity, environmental homogeneity and less biodiversity. Perhaps 
cave beetles have an extremely sensitive smelling and tasting system 
facilitating the perception of particular chemical stimuli in the darkness, 
but according to this study the diversity of odorants and tastants they 
can perceive and interpret is reduced compared to surface-dwelling 
species. Extreme sensitivity to detect food items in the darkness was 
previously observed in the behavior of a highly specialized cave beetle of 
the family Carabidae, which predate on cave-cricket eggs and display 
targeted movements to distant and hidden oviposition sites (Kane and 
Poulson, 1976). Leiodidae cave beetles have also shown olfaction re-
sponses when baiting caves with different food items (Peck, 1984). The 
scavenger and saprophagous species, such as the species of the tribe 
Leptodirini, tend to forage by ‘constant walking’ covering large areas to 
find the patchily distributed food items and often aggregate when there 
is a substantial food input from the surface (PBG, pers. observation). 

Cave beetles constitute an excellent system to understand the 
evolutionary processes leading to adaptation to subterranean habitats. 
Beetles comprise numerous instances of phylogenetically-distinct sub-
terranean lineages with varying degrees of morphological change and 
ecological specialization related to their adaptation to underground 
habitats. The tribe Leptodirini (Leiodidae, Cholevinae) represents the 
largest animal radiation in subterranean habitats and it is principally 
distributed in the North of the Mediterranean basin. This beetle tribe 
represents ancient colonizations of underground habitats (ca. 30 Mya) 
including multiple lineages with a varying degree of specialization to life 
in caves. Virtually all the species of the tribe Leptodirini are cave- 
dwelling or live in forest litter, being morphologically similar to cave- 
dwelling species (Ribera et al., 2010; Fresneda et al., 2011). Further-
more, diving beetles (Dytiscidae, Hydroporinae) also show multiple 
independent instances of subterranean colonization by surface species of 
isolated calcrete (carbonate) aquifers in arid regions of Western 
Australia, especially in the tribes Bidessini and Hydroporini (Cooper 
et al., 2002; Leys et al., 2003). These aquatic beetle tribes underwent 
underground colonization more recently (ca. 7–3 Mya) and show clear 
phenotypic differences between surface-dwelling and subterranean 
species (Leijs et al., 2012; Langille et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2023). The 
chemosensory gene repertoire has been characterized so far in a single 
cave species, the Leptodirini beetle Speonomus longicornis. This species 
presents a diminished diversity of odorant and gustatory gene reper-
toires compared to polyphagous beetles inhabiting surface habitats, and 
contains a gene duplication of the ionotropic coreceptor IR25a, a highly 
conserved single-copy gene in protostomes (Balart-García et al., 2021) 
involved in thermal and humidity sensing among other olfactory roles 
(Ni, 2020). Nevertheless, the macroevolutionary processes governing 
chemosensory gene family evolution across cave-dwelling taxa have 
never been studied. 

Here, we investigate the molecular evolution of the chemosensory 
system in beetles that have undergone independent instances of sub-
terranean colonization using a genome-wide phylogenomic approach. 
Specifically, we annotated the main chemosensory gene families and 
characterized gene repertoire evolutionary dynamics in beetle species 
with a broad range of habitat preferences (i.e., aquatic, terrestrial, 
surface-dwelling and subterranean ecologies) to understand the role of 
gene gain, duplication and loss in the evolution of gene families involved 
in chemosensation. At least six underground transitions are represented 
by lineages of the tribes Leptodirini (terrestrial) and Bidessini and 
Hydroporini (aquatic), which allowed us to explore how the chemo-
sensory gene repertoire was reshaped in the context of parallel subter-
ranean evolution. Our study sheds light into the molecular evolution of 
the chemosensory systems of cave-dwelling fauna from a macroevolu-
tionary perspective. 

P. Balart-García et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Data collection, chemosensory gene families characterization and 
phylogenetic inferences 

We used the same dataset as the one used in Balart-García et al. 
(2023) (and available at Fernández et al., 2022) to explore gene reper-
toire evolution, consisting of highly complete transcriptomes and ge-
nomes for a total of 39 Coleoptera, one Strepsiptera and one Neuroptera 
species. The studied Coleoptera inhabit aquatic and terrestrial habitats, 
both including surface-dwelling and subterranean ecologies. The 
aquatic lineage (Dytiscidae, Hydroporinae) include two species from the 
tribe Hydroporini and six species from the tribe Bidessini. The terrestrial 
lineage (Leiodidae, Cholevinae), include a total of 13 species from the 
tribe Leptodirini and one species from the tribe Catopini (i.e., Catops 
fuliginosus) representing a closely related outgroup. We annotated genes 
encoding chemosensory related proteins (i.e., OR, GR, IR, IGLUR, 
NMDAR, SNMP, OBP and CSP) for the 41 proteomes by using BITACORA 
v.1.3 (Vizueta et al., 2020) in “protein mode”. This sequence similarity 
based software combines BLAST and HMMER searches using custom 
databases that contain sequences of the gene families of interest. We 
generated curated databases for each chemosensory gene family which 
include sequences of Drosophila melanogaster (flybase.org), that had been 
experimentally confirmed (i.e., GRs, IGluRs, NMDARs and SNMP/ 
CD36s), and sequences of several Coleoptera species that were charac-
terized in previous studies using comparative genomics methods (ORs, 
GRs, IRs, SNMPs, CSPs, OBPs) (Dippel et al., 2014,2016; Schoville et al., 
2018; Andersson et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020). Due to the high het-
erogeneity of some chemosensory gene families and the inclusion of 
partial genes in our proteome sets, the dubious hits obtained with each 
database (e.g., result significant both for OR and GR hits or IGluR and IR 
hits) were identified and manually validated using additional protein 
searches with InterPro (Blum et al., 2021). Proteomes of species whose 
chemosensory gene families were characterized in Andersson et al. 
(2019) and Mitchell et al. (2020) (i.e., Tribolium castaneum, Agrilus pla-
nipennis, Onthophagus taurus, Nicrophorus vespilloides, Anoplophora glab-
ripennis and Dendroctonus ponderosae) were re-annotated with our 
approach in order to follow the same methodology for all the data sets, 
therefore reducing the potential biases arising from the different anno-
tation methods used in different studies. 

We conducted maximum-likelihood phylogenetic inferences for each 
chemosensory gene family in order (i) to validate the annotation of the 
candidate chemosensory gene sets and discard dubious sequences, (ii) to 
identify highly conserved chemosensory subclades across insects, and 
(iii) to study their phylogenetic relationships across Coleoptera. To do 
this, we included some sequences of the curated databases in the 
phylogenetic inferences as references for the main chemosensory gene 
family clades. These references consisted of GR, IGluR, NMDAR, SNMP/ 
CD36 sequences of D. melanogaster, OR, GR, IR, CSP, SNMP/CD36 and 
OBP sequences of T. castaneum, GR sequences of A. planipennis and 
D. ponderosae and a variety of Coleopteran SNMP sequences obtained 
from Zhao et al. (2020). We aligned the amino acid sequences for each 
chemosensory gene family using MAFFT v.7.407 (Katoh and Standley, 
2013) with a maximum of 1,000 iterations. We trimmed the alignments 
with trimAl v.1.4.1 (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009) using the option -gt 
0.4 and manually discarded sequences with less than 10 % of the total 
amino acid positions in the alignment. We used FastTree v.2.1.11 under 
the LG model (Price et al., 2010) to generate a gene tree that was then 
implemented as a guide tree for the final phylogenetic inference with IQ- 
TREE v.2.1.3 (Minh et al., 2020) using the mixture model LG + C20 + F 
+ G with the site-specific posterior mean frequency model (PMSF; Wang 
et al., 2018) and the ultra-fast bootstrap option (Hoang et al., 2018). We 
used iTOL v6 to visualize and render the phylogenetic trees (Letunic and 
Bork, 2021). 

2.2. Estimation of the evolutionary dynamics of the chemosensory gene 
repertoire 

We used BadiRate (Librado et al., 2012) to study the evolutionary 
dynamics of the chemosensory gene families under the birth, death and 
innovation model (BDI). This software uses a maximum-likelihood 
based approach to estimate gene gains and losses across all branches 
in a given phylogenetic context. We performed this estimation for each 
chemosensory gene family by using the candidate gene counts (Sup-
plementary Table S1) and the time-calibrated tree that was generated in 
Balart-García et al. (2023). Furthermore, to investigate the most rele-
vant evolutionary events that could lead to parallel significant changes 
in the chemosensory gene families, we examined significant changes in 
the net rate (i.e., the difference between gene gain and loss rates, 
henceforth ‘net rate’) under different branch models. We compared a 
“global rates” (G) estimation model— which assumes that all of the 
branches have the same net rate—to several “branch-specific” rates 
models, that assume that a certain set of selected branches have different 
net rates compared to the background. These branch-specific models 
consisted of (i) the branches of the most recent common ancestors of the 
tribes (MRCA model), (ii) the branches leading to the underground 
habitat shift (HS model) and (iii) all the branches of subterranean lin-
eages together (SB model). These analysis were performed including all 
the taxa, but in order to explore lineage-specific shifts in the chemo-
sensory gene families, we performed the analysis at a narrower phylo-
genetic context either with only the aquatic tribes (i.e., Bidessini and 
Hydroporini) or the terrestrial tribe (i.e., Leptodirini) separately. For the 
terrestrial tribe analysis we performed an extra branch-specific model 
which assumes a rate shift in the branches of the highly modified line-
ages (HML) compared to the background and thus allowing us to explore 
whether remarkable changes in the chemosensory repertoire occurred 
within a subterranean ecosystem. These highly modified lineages 
correspond to two clades of the tribe Leptodirini that parallelly devel-
oped a life cycle contraction and extremely modified body shape and 
elongation of sensory appendages (i.e., Speonomus longicornis - Troglo-
charinus ferreri; Astagobius angustatus - Leptodirus hochenwartii) (Deleur-
ance-Glaçon, 1963; Delay, 1978; Cieslak et al., 2014). Finally we 
calculated the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and compared the 
global rates model to each branch-specific model independently at every 
phylogenetic level (i.e., all taxa, aquatic lineage, terrestrial lineage) in 
order to find the best fitting model. 

3. Theory 

Radical ecological shifts, such as subterranean colonization, could 
have a strong impact on the extent and composition of the chemosensory 
capabilities, and could lead to parallel genetic changes across distantly 
related lineages. In a previous study, the cave-dwelling beetle Speonomus 
lognicornis showed a relatively reduced repertoire of some chemosensory 
gene families (i.e., odorant receptors and gustatory receptors) compared 
to distantly related Coleoptera species with a wide range of ecological 
preferences (Balart-García et al., 2021). Some highly conserved genes 
were found to be duplicated or lost in this species (e.g., the ionotropic 
receptor 25 and gustatory receptors related to sugar detection respec-
tively). Nevertheless, more comparisons in a narrower phylogenetic 
context were needed to explore the extent of these genetic changes in 
strictly subterranean beetles and the degree of parallel evolution of their 
chemosensory system. In this piece of work we expanded the phyloge-
netic framework including multiple lineages of terrestrial (i.e., tribe 
Leptodirini) and aquatic (i.e., tribes Bidessini and Hydroporini) Cole-
optera that independently transitioned to caves and compared the che-
mosensory gene repertoires of surface-dwelling and subterranean 
lineages. This exploratory approach aims to shed light on candidate 
chemosensory gene duplications and losses in cave-dwelling beetles and 
to further our understanding of the evolution of insect chemosensory 
gene families from a macroevolutionary perspective. 

P. Balart-García et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Highly heterogeneous chemosensory gene repertoires in Coleoptera 
are potentially driven by diverse ecological preferences 

Our data set included 22 transcriptomes for surface-dwelling and 
subterranean species of the tribes Bidessini, Hydroporini, and Lep-
todirini including at least six independent beetle lineages that colonized 
subterranean habitats. Moreover, we annotated candidate chemo-
sensory genes for a total of 39 Coleoptera, one Strepsiptera and one 
Neuroptera species based on highly complete proteomes (Balart-García 
et al., 2023). Our results indicate a high variability in the extension and 
composition of the chemosensory gene repertoires across Coleoptera 
(Fig. 1, Supplementary Table S1). ORs and OBPs are the most variable 
chemosensory gene families in terms of copy number variation (i.e., 
standard deviations of ORs and OBPs are 32,4 and 25,3 respectively, 
followed by GRs (24), IRs (12.3), CSPs (4.3), IGluRs (4), SNMPs (2.6) 
and NMDARs (1.9)). This result suggests that these two insect-specific 
chemosensory gene families, related to odorant perception, have un-
dergone a more dynamic evolution compared to more ancient gene 
families that resulted in relatively less variable repertoires. Noticeably, 
species within Adephaga show more reduced chemosensory gene rep-
ertoires than the Polyphaga (i.e., with 26.6 and 87.5 of standard 

deviation respectively). 
Large expansions in olfactory and gustatory related gene families 

may be linked to the perception of complex and heterogeneous envi-
ronments in terms of chemical stimuli (e.g., Andersson et al., 2019, Ngoc 
et al., 2016), which appear to be frequent in terrestrial ecosystems (i.e., 
more prevalent in Polyphaga). Polyphaga represents the coleopteran 
suborder with the most diverse feeding habits (Grimaldi & Engel 2005), 
including predators, scavengers, fungal grazers, and feeders of algae, 
bacteria and macrophytes. Conversely, the Adephaga species we studied 
are mostly aquatic predators and they might not principally rely on 
airborne chemical clues to navigate in their environment. Furthermore, 
the early branching lineages of Polyphaga, represented by Cyphon lae-
vipennis (Scirtidae), retain some ancestral habitat preferences (i.e., 
aquatic or semi aquatic larvae; Lawrence, 2016) and show a reduced 
chemosensory gene repertoire (i.e., 48 genes), whereas other poly-
phagan species show remarkable expansions in specific gene families. 
The latter includes the firefly Photinus pyralis with 165 OBPs, and the red 
flour beetle and Asian longhorn beetle (Tribolium castaneum and Ano-
plophora glabripennis), which show extremely large gene repertoires that 
may reflect their extended chemosensory capabilities (i.e., 433 and 289 
annotated genes respectively). However, proteome data from these two 
species were based on whole genome sequence data, and it is likely that 
transcriptome data, despite obtaining high completeness scores based on 
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BUSCO databases, could have provided an underestimate of the actual 
number of chemosensory genes in each family. Nevertheless, in com-
parisons of transcriptome data, the only terrestrial adephagan species 
that we studied (i.e., Calosoma frigidum; 27 genes) shows a very reduced 
chemosensory gene repertoire and, in contrast, the aquatic polyphagan 
species (i.e., Hydrochus megaphallus; 133 genes) shows a relatively large 
chemosensory gene repertoire. In essence, these results suggest that the 
extent of the chemosensory gene repertoires in Coleoptera might be 
strongly related to the habitat preferences and feeding habits, where 
aquatic predaceous beetles show relatively moderate chemosensory 
capabilities compared to terrestrial polyphagous beetles. Further 
studies, including complete genomes of Adephaga species and more 
representatives of terrestrial and aquatic ecologies of these two sub-
orders, would help to obtain more robust evidence of these contrasting 
trends. 

The sizes of the chemosensory repertoires in beetle tribes that have 
colonized underground habitats (i.e., Bidessini, Hydroporini and Lep-
todirini) do not show a clear pattern when comparing surface-dwelling 
and subterranean species. The subterranean species of Hydroporini (i.e., 
Paroster macrosturtensis) shows 26 more chemosensory genes than its 
surface-dwelling relative (i.e., Paroster nigroadumbratus) and the sub-
terranean Bidessini species of the genus Limbodessus (i.e., L. hinkleri, 
L. cueensis and L. palmulaoides, with 52, 48 and 75 annotated genes 
respectively) show larger chemosensory gene repertoires than their cor-
responding surface-dwelling relative within the same genera (i.e., only 
31 annotated genes in L. amabilis) (Supplementary Table S1). These 
chemosensory gene repertoire expansions in subterranean species of the 
genus Paroster and Limbodessus suggest that the subterranean environ-
ment might lead to chemosensory gene family expansions that provide 
broader capabilities in the perception of chemical stimuli. This change 
could be related to the increased scavenging habits of subterranean 
species compared to the predatory preferences of their surface-dwelling 
relatives, or a dietary shift from predation to omnivory that broadly 
converges in many subterranean taxa (Gibert and Deharveng, 2002, 
Hüppop, 2012). Nonetheless, a surface species, Allodessus bistrigatus, 
which is closely related to Limbodessus taxa, shows an opposite pattern 
with an expanded suite of chemosensory genes, including a large 
expansion in the OBP family (i.e., 56 OBPs and a total of 99 annotated 
genes). Further comparisons, including surface-dwelling and subterra-
nean relatives for each genus, need to be made to confirm the 
previously-mentioned pattern of enhanced chemosensory capabilities in 
the subterranean aquatic beetles. 

In the tribe Leptodirini, we observe a contrasting pattern between 
two subterranean species: Speonomus longicornis has the largest chemo-
sensory gene repertoire, whereas Breuilia trianglum exhibits a very 
reduced one (199 and 55 annotated genes respectively; Fig. 1 and 
Supplementary Table S1). The large repertoire of chemosensory genes 
observed in S. longicornis, particularly for odorant receptors, could be 
explained by the inclusion of separate antennae samples and thus a 
relatively more exhaustive protocol for characterizing chemosensory 
genes (i.e., sequencing mRNA from structures with chemosensory 
specificity). Nevertheless, when comparing closely related cave- 
dwelling species, whose genetic repertoires were characterized from 
exactly the same sample types, transcriptome sequencing methods and 
obtaining similar completeness scores, such as Leptodirus hochenwartii 
and Astagobius angustatus, we observed a large variation in their che-
mosensory repertoires (i.e., 75 and 126 annotated genes respectively). 
This result suggests that the chemosensory gene families have under-
gone extensive changes at the lineage-specific level in strictly subter-
ranean species. Therefore, the chemosensory gene repertoire varies 
dramatically between species, and there seems to be no pattern with 
general trends when comparing surface to cave-dwelling species. Both 
surface-dwelling and subterranean species of the tribe Leptodirini are 
mainly detritivorous or saprophagous, feeding on carrion, fungi and 
biofilms. However, some cave-dwelling species show modifications of 
the mouthparts associated with a highly specific dietary niche. For 

instance, some subterranean species are adapted to a semiaquatic life-
style, such as found in hygropetric habitats on cave walls, and filter 
organic particles with their modified mouthpieces (Moldovan 2004). 
Lineage-specific dietary specializations in Leptoridini may have 
contributed to the highly diverse chemosensory gene repertoires that we 
observed in surface and cave-dwelling species. 

4.2. Rapid and complex evolution of the chemosensory system in 
subterranean beetle lineages 

We used maximum likelihood-based phylogenetic comparative 
methods to explore parallel evolution in the chemosensory gene reper-
toires of subterranean lineages. We investigated significant gene gain 
and loss shifts for each chemosensory gene family (i.e., the difference 
between gene gain and loss rates, net rate hereafter) prior, during, and 
after the subterranean transition. None of the branch-specific rate 
models were significantly better-fitting compared to the global rate 
model for any chemosensory gene family, indicating no parallel changes 
in the net rate of evolution of chemosensory gene families occurred 
prior, during, or after the subterranean transition in the selected tribes 
(Supplementary Table S2). Moreover, we could not obtain the net rate 
estimation for the odorant receptors (OR) and gustatory receptors (GR) 
under any branch-specific rates model due to the high heterogeneity of 
the gene counts across the selected taxa and the complexity of the 
branch-specific models. At the lineage-specific level, we obtained the net 
rate estimations under all the models and it was possible to estimate the 
rate of evolution of ORs. In the Leptodirini-specific analysis, ORs 
resulted in a significantly better fit under the habitat shift (HS) model, 
but only after excluding the outlier S. longicornis. Our results thus indi-
cate a contraction of the OR repertoire when lineages transitioned un-
derground in Leptodirini. Nonetheless, given the outlier and the limited 
representation of surface-dwelling species, the evolution of odorant re-
ceptors in cave-dwelling fauna need to be further investigated to obtain 
more robust evidence. 

We also investigated the estimated gene gains and losses per branch 
for each chemosensory gene family using the results of the global rates 
model. This allowed us to explore in detail where the most relevant 
pulses of chemosensory gene repertoire change occurred in the phylo-
genetic context of this study (Fig. 2). Our results indicate that gene 
family expansion was more relevant than contraction in most of the 
species. Nevertheless, we found some species that primarily showed 
gene family contractions (i.e., Limbodessus amabilis, Troglocharinus fer-
reri, Breuilia triangulum and Leptodirus hochenwartii). Despite not being 
significant under the previously mentioned MRCA branch-specific 
model, when dissecting the ancestral reconstruction of gene gains and 
losses we found some gene families experiencing parallel changes in the 
MRCA of each tribe. For instance, OBPs and CSPs were expanded in 
parallel, and IGluRs were parallelly contracted in the MRCA of the three 
tribes. On the other hand, the IR family was contracted in the MRCA of 
Leptodirini and Bidessini, and expanded in Hydroporini. The SNMP 
family was only expanded in the MRCA of Leptodirini and Hydroporini. 
These parallel and exclusive changes could represent examples of 
genomic exaptation that potentially led to chemosensory adaptation in 
underground habitats. Moreover, we did not observe substantial 
changes in the branches where species transitioned underground, sug-
gesting that the chemosensory families experienced lineage-specific 
changes within surface and subterranean lineages. More remarkably, 
and despite not being significant in the branch-specific model, the 
ancestral estimations of gene gain and loss in the highly modified line-
ages (HML) of Leptodirini (i.e., with a single larval-instar life cycle and 
presenting extremely derived subterranean phenotypes) indicate a par-
allel expansion of GRs, IRs, and, to a lesser extent, an expansion of 
NMDARs. These results suggest highly specialized subterranean lineages 
that colonized caves > 30 Mya, despite not having undergone a sub-
stantial reshaping in the chemosensory gene repertoire, could have 
experienced key parallel changes in some chemosensory gene families. 
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When further exploring the expansions and contractions in these highly 
modified species we observed contrasting patterns, in which 
A. angustatus and S. longicornis show large expansions of GRs and IRs 
compared to the gene family dynamics of L. hochenwartii and T. ferreri, 
that essentially consist of contractions. Likewise, the lineage leading to 
the surface-dwelling species Bathysciola ovata + Bathysciola rugosa also 
experienced a relevant expansion in several chemosensory gene fam-
ilies. Altogether, these results indicate that chemosensory gene families 
experienced rapid evolution including expansion and contractions in 
surface and subterranean species. Contrasting patterns in closely related 
species suggest that no remarkable quantitative changes occurred due to 
subterranean colonization, and thus that changes occurred indepen-
dently within subterranean ecosystems. 

The odorant receptor (OR) gene family was significantly contracted 
in the subterranean lineages of Leptodirini, with the exception of 
S. longicornis that showed the most extended chemosensory gene 
repertoire within Leptodirini (Fig. 3). Furthermore, our analyses 
revealed a low number of genes in this gene family in the MRCA of each 
clade and a progressive expansion towards the tips, suggesting that a fast 
dynamic of expansions occurred at a lineage-specific level and was the 
driving process guiding the evolution of ORs. 

4.3. Parallel gene gains and losses in key chemosensory gene families may 
have facilitated the adaptation to life in caves 

Most of the conserved chemosensory clades appear highly supported 
in our phylogenetic inferences (Fig. 4; see also Supplementary 
Figs. 1–7). However, there are some differences in the relationships 
between some clades compared to those obtained in previous studies 

that included a more reduced set of Coleoptera species. For instance, the 
OR2A clade was not a monophyletic group in our analysis and members 
of this clade, previously reported in T. castaneum, were placed into two 
supported subclades (Fig. 4). Moreover, we detected nine highly- 
supported CSP clades for Coleoptera (i.e., A–I) and one clade 
composed only by Neuroptera and Strepsiptera sequences (i.e., O). Some 
of these CSP clades correspond to lineage-specific expansions, for 
instance the clade I is specific to Tribolium castaneum, H is specific to 
Tenebrionoidea + Chrysomeloidea + Curculionoidea and E is specific to 
Hydrophiloidea + Scarabaeoidea + Staphylinoidea (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). Regarding the OBP clades, we found two supported clades for the 
antennal binding proteins II (ABPII) and for Classic OBPs and four clades 
of Minus-C OBPs. Interestingly, most of the OBPs of Photinus pyralis, 
which would represent one of the largest OBP repertoires reported in 
insects, correspond to divergent OBPs with multiple duplications (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2). Nonetheless, we were not able to characterize any 
OR, GR and some of the conserved IR clades in some species (Supple-
mentary Table S1), indicating that a more exhaustive approach needs to 
be used to clarify the evolution of these transmembrane chemoreceptor 
gene families in Coleoptera. Gene expression data from different che-
mosensory appendages showing functional specificity, such as antennae 
and mouthparts, and comparisons with highly complete genomes of the 
same species would also help to characterize in detail these chemore-
ceptor families. 

The conserved gustatory receptors related to the perception of sugar 
and fructose were not detected in any Leptodirini species nor in Catops 
fuliginous (both in the same subfamily, Cholevinae) (Fig. 5A). However, 
Nicrophorus vespilloides, the closest relative to Cholevinae in our study (i. 
e., same superfamily, Staphylinoidea) showed three gene copies of 
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candidate sugar receptors. Our results thus indicate that the gustatory 
perception of sugar and fructose has potentially been lost in Cholevinae. 
On the other hand, we detected sugar receptors in two subterranean 

species of the tribes Hydroporini and Bidessini (Paroster macrosturtensis 
and Limbodessus palmulaoides), indicating that the aquatic clade retains 
sugar perception capabilities. Furthermore, the apparently conserved 
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fructose receptor clade previously characterized in some phytophagous 
Polyphaga species is also present in Laricobius nigrinus, a predatory 
specialist of the hemlock woolly adelgid, indicating that this fructose 
receptor clade is not exclusive to species merely feeding on plants, but is 
also conserved in species whose diet may include substantial inputs of 
fructose (Cohen and Cheah, 2015). 

We further explored the conserved clade of CO2 gustatory receptors, 

which typically consist of two or three gene copies in Coleoptera 
(Andersson et al., 2019). Two subterranean species of the tribe Lep-
todirini (i.e., Speonomus longicornis and Prospelaeobates brelihi) showed 
more than three copies of these highly conserved CO2 receptors (Fig. 5A, 
Supplementary Fig. 4), suggesting parallel gene duplications of these 
CO2 receptors in independent subterranean lineages. Remaining Lep-
todirini species showed a variable number of CO2 receptors (from zero to 
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three). On the other hand, very few CO2 receptors were identified in 
Hydroporini (i.e., one copy in the surface-dwelling species and two 
copies in the subterranean species), and just one copy in a surface- 
dwelling species of Bidessini. Moreover, we detected a highly sup-
ported sister clade of these CO2 receptors consisting of sequences of 
primarily Leptodirini species, but also other Polyphaga species. In 
summary, these results indicate that CO2 receptors are less conserved 
than originally suggested in previous studies and that possibly the spe-
cies with absent receptors may perceive CO2 via other kinds of receptors. 

Ionotropic receptors (IR), highly conserved in virtually all pro-
tostomes, also showed some novelties in the studied beetle tribes. A 
surface-dwelling species and several subterranean species of the tribe 
Leptodirini (Bathysciola rugosa, Speonomus longicornis, Troglocharinus 
ferreri, Prospelaeobates brelihi, Oryotus schmidti) and Hydroporini (Paro-
ster macrosturtensis and Paroster nigroadumbratus) showed candidate 
gene duplications of the IR25a gene, suggesting a parallel duplication of 
this gene not only in independent subterranean lineages, but also in their 
surface-dwelling relatives (Fig. 5B, Supplementary Fig. 5). Interestingly, 
the IR25a gene has been shown to be related to temperature and hu-
midity sensing in D. melanogaster among other olfactory roles (Knecht 
et al., 2017) potentially suggesting this candidate gene duplication 
enhanced the perception of key environmental variables in surface and 
subterranean species of both Leptodirini and Hydroporini. Despite the 
Hydroporini species being aquatic and inhabiting environments with a 
highly constant temperature, Paroster nigroadumbratus inhabit tempo-
rary waters that are impacted by droughts and floods on the surface 
(Watts and Leijs 2008), thus a fine hygrosensory and thermosensory 
system might represent a clear advantage to detect seasonality. Surface- 
dwelling and subterranean species of the Leptodirini tribe inhabit en-
vironments with a high environmental humidity and constant temper-
ature and they show a low desiccation resistance, thus detecting small 
variations in temperature and humidity may facilitate them to navigate 
and find the optimal conditions within their particular habitat. The gene 
duplication of IR25a has been described previously in S. longicornis 
(Balart-García et al., 2021), and in this study we expand the observation 
of several cave beetle species and their surface relatives. In addition, a 
candidate duplication was also detected in the IR8a (i.e., a basic co- 
receptor for odorant reception of multiple compounds together with 
other divergent IRs) for both surface-dwelling and cave species of 
Hydroporini and for two subterranean species of Leptodirini 
(A. angustatus and P. brelihi). A duplication of IR8a was only previously 
observed in copepods (Eyun et al., 2017), indicating that these cases in 
Leptodirini and Hydroporini species represent the first occurrence in 
insects. 

We also detected several copies of the recently described beetle- 
specific clade SNMP4 found in some scarabaeid and staphylinid spe-
cies (Zhao et al., 2020) (Fig. 5C, Supplementary Figure S6). Our results 
revealed the presence of SNMP4 in Hydrochus megaphallus (Hydro-
philoidea) and multiple copies were detected in species of the tribe 
Leptodirini and in Catops fuliginosus, the latter clustering together with 
the genes of their closest relative within Staphylinoidea (Aleochara 
bilineata). This finding indicates that the SNMP4, which essentially 
consists of a SNMP2 subclade, is likely to be specific to Hydrophiloidea, 
Scarabaeoidea and Staphylinoidea. 

5. Conclusions 

Here, we show that the evolution of the chemosensory gene reper-
toire is highly dynamic across terrestrial and aquatic cave beetle line-
ages, with no common pattern of substantial variation among the six 
independent subterranean transitions. In addition, our results indicate 
lineage-specific expansions and contractions in both surface-dwelling 
and subterranean lineages (Fig. 2). Moreover, gene gain was found as 
a major force driving the evolution of gene families involved in 
chemoreception in some lineages, suggesting that in some cases the 
chemosensory system increased in complexity probably to compensate 

for the lack of information through the visual system. Key specific gene 
duplications and losses seem to have occurred prior to underground 
transitions, epitomized by the duplication of the genes IR25a and IR8a 
(involved in thermal and humidity sensing among other olfactory roles) 
in cave lineages and their surface sister species (Fig. 3B), or the loss of 
sugar and fructose gustatory receptors (Fig. 3A) prior to the diversifi-
cation of the tribe Leptodirini that comprises several cave lineages. 
These specific duplications and losses may represent potential drivers of 
cave colonization, but further replication and experimental validation 
are required to confirm this. Overall, our findings pave the way to a 
deeper comprehension of macroevolutionary trends that underlie 
adaptation to life underground. 
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